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The engineering education for embedded systems requires a suitable environment for practices and
experiments. This kind of environment usually consists of a lot of hardware and software, so there is
a pressing need to organize and manage all resources in a proper way to enable convenient access.
In this paper, we present the design and implementation of a remote laboratory, aiming at the
engineering education for embedded systems. This remote laboratory is built based on open source
software and network technologies. It enables teachers to organize theoretical and practical
contents in an easy way and students to communicate with teachers and take practical operations
conveniently. The core of this remote laboratory is for students to learn in groups or by individual
with the related resources as the interactive medium to guide, prompt and assist the learning and
training procedure. With this environment, students can be located remotely while access real
hardware devices easily. Meanwhile, it keeps the embedded development setup as a whole in good
maintenance.
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1. INTRODUCTION

IN THE LAST DECADES, the development of
Information Technologies and network has
prompted new possibilities and new challenges
for designing a network-based environment for
engineering education for embedded systems. The
design elements should facilitate instruction deliv-
ery, interaction, quality of learning, and user
support, especially the support for remote experi-
mentation with multiple users (students, research-
ers, and developers) of embedded systems. To
satisfy these features, we have built up a remote
laboratory in our institute for both of the students
taking courses in embedded systems and research-
ers working on embedded systems. From the point
of view of technology-based education, the engin-
eering education for embedded systems is the
combined area of engineering, computer science,
integrated circuitry, communication technology,
control systems, and software etc. It not only
requires students to have adequate theory accu-
mulation and comprehension, but also a great deal
of experience of hands-on practice by exercising
with real hardware [1].
The ability to combine practical applications

with control of real hardware and manipulation
of software is the advantage of technology-based
education [2]. To build an educational environ-
ment for embedded systems, both hardware and
software are indispensable. The environment
includes not only typical embedded developing
boards, e.g. PowerPC and MIPS etc., but also
various kinds of other devices, e.g. PCs, switches,
oscilloscopes, and signal generators etc., and
necessary related software configurations. How
to manage and maintain all of these resources as
well as possible is the key issue to guarantee that
this educational environment will be comfortable
and convenient [3]. Remote laboratories have
emerged as helpful educating tools and been
prompted by the rapid development of network
technology. In remote laboratories, equipment can
be made available via the network environment
and serve either as cost-effective replacements for
or as complements to traditional laboratory
measurements [4]. The remote laboratory
presented in this paper enables users to achieve
enough practical experience and theory learning of
embedded systems. This paper describes the hard-
ware and software organization of the remote
laboratory and the diverse working flow and
processing components. The design and implemen-
tation are based on entirely open source solutions.
For one thing, open source solutions reduce the
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total costs of the remote laboratory because the
software adopted can be retrieved freely. Also,
open source provides more extensibility and flex-
ibility for the remote laboratory than commercially
constrained software. This enables more potential
innovations to improve the remote laboratory.
Nowadays, open source software combined with

network technologies has been rapidly progressing.
It is now extensively used as a connectivity and
reference tool for educational, commercial, and
personal purposes. In education, it reveals various
new methodologies for increasing the experience of
learning as well as educational opportunities for a
great number of students. Especially, remote
education and nontraditional classrooms have
the capability to contain more students while
satisfying all functionalities of conventional class-
rooms and laboratory sessions [5].
To create an educational environment for

embedded systems, one conventional way is to
locate things distributedly: each student sits in
front of a desk on which there is a host (e.g. a
PC) connected with a target (e.g. an embedded
developing board) [6]. In this scenario, it makes
sense for everyone to do his/her own business. But
considering the commonly high price of embedded
devices, the more students there are, the more
devices are needed, and the higher cost there will
be for the laboratory. What is more serious, with
the increasing number of students and limited
budget, it is difficult to guarantee each student
practice with one set of devices. This is a common
situation that could degrade the hands-on learning
experience significantly. Meanwhile, there is no
way of accessing devices once people are out of
laboratory. Moreover, the maintenance of a great
many devices is also troublesome. So it is helpful to
propose some solutions to make the environment
more comfortable and convenient for both users
and administrators. To build a remote laboratory
could be an alternative to overcome the disadvan-
tages of the traditional way.
In more detail, we implemented the remote

laboratory on top of Gentoo Linux distribution
with powerful Linux tools, shell scripts, and C
programs. For practical work, via the network,
users can remotely and conveniently access all of
the hardware involved in this environment at any
time. While for theory learning and interpersonal
communication, there are also functional compo-
nents. Users can customize their own plans or
configurations in this environment to fit their
own schedules. At present, the remote laboratory
guarantees efficient and maximum usage of limited
resources, especially hardware, and shows good
extensibility for future development. This remote
laboratory has been continuously innovating
embedded system courses and research with posi-
tive progress in our institute.
The other parts of this paper are organized as

follows. Section 2 lists related work on existing
implementations of other remote education envir-
onments. Section 3 describes the whole idea of our

remote laboratory. Section 4 focuses on the imple-
mentation of the remote laboratory. Section 5
presents some application samples. Section 6
gives conclusions and states future work.

2. RELATED WORK

The design and implementation of this remote
laboratory involve several research and application
aspects, including embedded systems, remote
access, open source software, online commun-
ication, and various network technologies etc.
The main goals of such an environment are [1]:

1. The seamless combination of theory learning
and practical experiments for users;

2. The valid integration of collaboration and
individual learning;

3. The harmonic online communication between
users;

4. The effective management and maintenance of
embedded systems and other related hardware/
software;

5. Co-existence of in-situ laboratory and remote
education or distributed learning;

6. Offering remote access and manipulation for
real embedded laboratory equipment and
instrumentation.

There have been various researches on remote
education environments. For engineering educa-
tion, this kind of environment is used to break the
limit of access to laboratory equipment and gain
hands-on experience. A typical example is the
ReLAX project, which aims to study the feasibility
of making remote experimentation available as a
component in distance learning [7]. The Monash
University of Australia has built a flexible distance
learning system allowing students to access an
automation laboratory in real-time from a
remote location [8]. There is a virtual laboratory
system for frequency modulation experiments [5],
and a system combined with remotely controlled
instrumentation and digital design experiments
named SelfLab@Home [9]. CoWeb is a distance
learning technology used in over 100 classes at
Georgia Institute of Technology for engineering,
mathematics and some computer science courses
[10]. DYNACORE, an EU funded project,
provides users with a powerful tool for remote
collaboration in experiments or observations
requiring one or more remote facilities [11]. A 3D
online learning system has been designed for oper-
ating virtual instruments with circuit-measuring
function of embedded systems [12]. The S.J College
of Engineering in India provides support for
remote experimentation on an embedded system
based on the graphical programming interface tool
of LabVIEW with an embedded development
board [2]. A remote and virtual laboratory
system for embedded development based on
Windows has been implemented at Feng Chia
University [13]. There are also remote laboratories
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for control engineering in [14] [15] [16], and [17],
and for robotics in [18] [19] [20] [21], and [22]. The
Cybernetics Laboratory is a commercial system of
processing remote experimentation and control
[23]. The University of Ulster in UK has developed
a remote-access laboratory for an electronics and
software system course [24]. And MPCRL
(Mechatronics/Process Control Remote Labora-
tory) is funded by the United States National
Science Foundation [25]. There is a remote access
laboratory for electrical circuit experiments [26], a
remotely accessed HVAC (Heating, Ventilating,
and Air Conditioning) laboratory for distance
education [27], and a virtual course system [28]
based on the WebCT e-Learning platform includ-
ing interactive tools and a remote laboratory for
greenhouse climate control and fertirrigation
teaching/learning. The University of Maryland
has developed a remote laboratory demonstration
system for control and communication [29]. The
Christian Brothers University has created an inte-
grated laboratory environment combining the
traditional CAD (Computer-Aided Design) with
parametric design and 3D modeling [30]. A virtual
learning environment based on web technology
has been developed at Trinity College Dublin
and applied to the development of a course in
database software engineering [31]. [32] presents
some developments of interactive web-based teach-
ing for computing in an engineering degree. The
PUNCH infrastructure of Purdue University has
allowed educators to share and disseminate specia-
lized tools and educational materials to offer
classes in distance education environments [33].
The S.m.i.L.E project of Germany aims to provide
a web-based and interactive course program for
teaching electrical engineering [34]. [35], and [36]
present two virtual laboratories focusing on the
performance of robotics. WILEDS is a web-based
teaching and learning environment for digital
systems [37]. [38] and [39] describe virtual labora-
tories for analog electronics and electrical machin-
ery. MicroLab is a web-based multi-user remote
microcontroller laboratory designed for electric-
electronic engineering education for experiments
over CAN (Control Area Network) [40]. [41]
describes the development and evaluation of a
virtual laboratory in material science. An indus-
trial communication networks laboratory provides
a distributed industrial environment for laboratory
sessions in [42]. A two-degrees-of-freedom helicop-
ter can be manipulated by a web-based remote
laboratory in Singapore [43]. [44] proposes an
Internet-based mechatronics laboratory platform
for distance learning in engineering education. [45]
develops a web-based laboratory for the exercise of
an electrical simulator of typical physical process
in the field of automatic control. A portal of e-
Learning environment has been utilized in a
process synthesis course for chemical engineering
education [46]. The University of Pisa makes use of
LabVIEW to develop a virtual educational labora-
tory allowing the simulation of communication

systems, equipment, devices, and measuring instru-
ments, and remote control of the physical instru-
ments via a standard IEEE 488 bus [47]. The Solar
e-lab provides remote laboratories for the learning
and training of a solar energy system over the
Internet [48]. The eLaboratory is a convergence
of remote access technologies and collaboration-
based e-Learning for aerospace engineering [49].
These projects or systems have contributed a lot

to remote training or learning in engineering
education. But in consideration of embedded
systems, most of these implementations are not
dedicated. They commonly focus on other aspects
of engineering education, e.g. control, mechatro-
nics, robotics, and electronics etc. Although some
projects aim at embedded systems in engineering
education, such as [2], [12], [13], and [24]. The
problem is that they tend to be crude in nature
and fail to fully utilize existing design, test and
debug software and equipment for embedded
systems. Therefore, they are not designed and
implemented flexibly or compatibly enough to
contain more hardware and software in the
future. A common issue is that the related software
for these existing implementations is usually based
on commercial packages, which leads to high costs
and also less flexibility for customized configura-
tion. In this paper, we present a remote education
environment specific for learning and training, and
researching and developing for embedded systems.
The implementation follows a pure open source
method, which guarantees the flexibility, extensi-
bility, and compatibility of the whole environment.

3. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE

The development of network and commun-
ication technologies has the potentiality to trans-
form remote education into professional systems.
The engineering education for embedded systems
contains not only theory learning, but also a lot of
hands-on experiments. Therefore, the fundamental
function of this remote laboratory is to guarantee
that, in this environment, students can conveni-
ently learn from online courses and experiment
with remotely accessed real hardware, and
researchers can rapidly develop related projects
with enough referencing resources at hand. More-
over, this remote laboratory makes the learning
and experimenting activities beyond temporal and
spatial limits, and enhances the effect of learning,
developing, and researching to the maximum
extent with limited hardware resources.
The remote laboratory consists of four major

components (Fig. 1):

1. Remote Lab Portal: this component is built
upon Gentoo Linux and developed by Moodle
(Modular Object-Oriented Dynamic Learning
Environment). Moodle is a free and open
source CMS (Course Management System). It
is designed with sound pedagogical principles,
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to help educators create effective online learn-
ing communities. Users can download and use
it on any computer they have handy (including
web hosts), yet it can scale from a single-
teacher site to a university with 200,000 stu-
dents [50]. Moodle promotes a social construc-
tionist pedagogy (collaboration, activities,
critical reflection, etc). It is suitable for 100%
online classes as well as supplementing face-to-
face learning. It has a simple, lightweight,
efficient, compatible, and low-tech browser
interface [51]. Here we enhance Moodle as
the core software environment for remote
education in the laboratory. This portal
includes the following functions:
(a) User Entrance, allows users to access the

remote laboratory via a uniformed inter-
face. Users should login to the laboratory
from here.

(b) Collaborative Function Interfaces, com-
bine Moodle with Gentoo Linux to
enable synchronized manipulations by
Linux commands and software invoca-
tions. These interfaces are linked directly
to Collaboration Center, which is another
important component of the laboratory.

(c) E-Learning Platform, is the main part for
theory learning and human-computer/
human collaboration in the remote labora-
tory. In this platform, there are plenty of
embedded systems-related resources
including ebooks, slides, papers, video
clips, audio clips etc. They are categorized
and tagged in Moodle for convenient
search and selection. What is more impor-
tant is the interpersonal collaboration
among users, such as between students

and teachers. For this platform, Moodle
implements the functions of collaboration
with communication services (chats, work-
shops), community services (forums, wiki,
glossaries), teaching services (assignments,
quizzes, surveys), management services
(courses, resources), and individual services
(calendars, plans), etc. Meanwhile, users of
this environment can access the real devices
through Collaborative Function Interfaces.
This platform is the core part in Remote
Lab Portal.

2. Collaborative Center: this center is directly
linked with Remote Lab Portal through soft-
ware interfaces. It contains the software con-
figurations that extend a channel of human-
computer collaboration to real embedded
devices. There is also fundamental hardware
support to implement remote manipulations
with real embedded devices. The cooperation
of hardware and software in this center guar-
antees collaborative learning and manipulation
between different users and real embedded
devices. This component is transparent for
common users, but critical for administrators
of the laboratory.
(a) Lab Administration, is the privileged func-

tion for administrators of the remote
laboratory. It is in charge of the configura-
tion and maintenance of the whole environ-
ment. It is implemented as the combination
of Moodle functions and Linux system
administration. It features functions such
as:
i. Device management, checks status of

embedded devices, including both
hardware and software. Once abnor-

Fig. 1. Remote laboratory architecture.
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mal condition happens, administrators
will be informed immediately.

ii. User management, includes the func-
tions of user registration, user authen-
tication and user authorization,
granting the permission to online
resources in e-Learning Platform and
real embedded devices.

iii. Service management, organizes and
maintains diverse services provided by
e-Learning Platform.

iv. Configuration management, takes
charge of system-level software config-
uration. It includes not only the status
of Moodle, but also the software func-
tions of the following Collaborative
Function Integration and Cross-com-
piling Environment

(b) Collaborative Function Integration inte-
grates together the necessary Linux
system commands, and frequently used
tools and services in embedded systems,
such as shell, minicom, nfs, telnet or ssh.
Different users in e-Learning Platform can
invoke these functions via Collaborative
Function Interfaces to access and manip-
ulate real embedded devices, with simulta-
neous online communication and
cooperation. This portion also guarantees
software extensibility for the remote
laboratory. The pure open source imple-
mentation enables additional software to
be integrated and configured into the en-
vironment conveniently. For example,
EMC (Enhanced Machine Controller)
[52], an open source CNC (Computer
Numerical Control) software for our
CNC machine tool control, has been inte-
grated into the remote laboratory.

(c) Cross-compiling Environment, is indispen-
sable for embedded devices of different
hardware architectures. To guarantee the
correctness and stability, this part is con-
figured and maintained by administrators,
but it is available for all users to utilize.
Once there is something wrong with Cross-
compiling Environment, administrators
can be informed by users via commun-
ication services of e-Learning Platform, or
by Lab Administration.

(d) Collaboration-supported Hardware, is
responsible for communicating with the
embedded devices for users’ requirements.
Only software is not enough to guarantee
the collaboration of the remote laboratory,
and the mechanism adopted is the coopera-
tion of both software and hardware. The
function of such hardware needs software
configuration from Collaborative Function
Integration to enable remote access.

3. Developing Device Pool: this component is
composed of various types of embedded devel-
oping devices. The real purpose of human-

computer collaboration of the remote labora-
tory is to implement multi-users’ manipula-
tions in this pool. This pool is connected with
Collaboration-supported Hardware, and also
parceled by the network environment of the
laboratory. If budget permits, this pool can be
expanded with more devices, such as develop-
ing boards, debugging tools, and something
like oscilloscopes, signal generators, etc.

4. User Access: this component, utilizing web
browser, is the first step to enter the remote
laboratory. It is connected with User Entrance
directly.

The whole organization of the remote laboratory is
in an entirely open way—not only open source
software is used, but also open and extensible
architecture and mechanism. E.g., new devices
can be added to the environment in Developing
Device Pool and connected to Collaborative
Center. Also, different services of Remote Lab
Portal and Collaborative Center can be distributed
into several specific machines with Developing
Device Pool expanding to a large scale. The key
point for remote education in this environment is
the implementation of human-computer/human
collaboration, and dedicated interaction with the
real embedded devices. Meanwhile, multi users’
manipulations are combined with synchronized
communication, instruction, guidance and correc-
tion, which can improve the performance of the
whole learning and training procedure.

5. System Implementation: the implementation
can be divided into Hardware Organization
and Software Configuration.

Hardware Organization
1. It is very common to connect hosts and target-

embedded devices via UART when working
with embedded systems. Also, for many other
tools such as BDI2000 hardware debugger,
UART is necessary. Collaboration-supported
hardware must maintain the connections of
devices in Developing Device Pool, provide
extensibility for the pool in case of the quantity
of devices increasing, and enable orderly user
access to devices in the pool. Currently, a USB-
to-Serial device (MOXA UPort 1650-16 16-
port RS-232/422/485 USB-to-Serial Hub) is
playing the role of this part. The USB plug
and play allows easy serial port expansion
without requiring IRQ, DMA, or I/O address
resources. Users no longer need to open the
chassis or power down the system with this
device, saving on setup time and cost [53]. With
the support of different serial port standards, it
also enables the remote laboratory compatible
with diverse embedded devices. This device is
connected to Remote Lab Portal server via
USB and then each serial port of it is linked
to one embedded device.
In the remote laboratory, access to target-

embedded devices is decided by the permission
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to serial ports of the USB-to-Serial Hub.
The recently released Linux kernels support
the hub to add 16 serial ports as system devices
under /dev in the form of /dev/ttyMXUSB0 to
/dev/ttyMXUSB15.
Another issue is that it is very common to

reset target-embedded devices in Developing
Device Pool during practical experiment, but
in the remote laboratory, the embedded devices
are not in the hands of users, so a power
control program (Fig. 3) is created for the
collaborative manipulation. This program can
control a programmable power switch
(MOTECH LPS-305 Programmable DC
Power Supply), which contains 12-bit D/A
converter to enable 12 channels of output.
In the remote laboratory, /dev/ttyMXUSB0

is specified to turn on/off and reset the

selected devices. The power switch connects
to the serial port of the hub corresponding to
/dev/ttyMXUSB0. For power control, users
only need to connect /dev/ttyMXUSB0 via
minicom or other serial port accessing tools,
and then execute the power control program
to choose the embedded devices that need
turning on/off from the 12 channels (Fig. 4).
While, to access and manipulate different
embedded devices, users must connect other
ports (/dev/ttyMXUSB1—/dev/ttyMXUSB12)
to the corresponding devices (Table 1).

The server for Remote Lab Portal is directly linked
with Collaboration-supported Hardware via USB,
and all of the devices in Developing Device Pool
are connected together by Ethernet switch. So once
users login the laboratory, they can access the
embedded devices in a common serial port way,
and also by telnet or ssh if the systems on the
embedded devices provide such services.

2. Developing Device Pool, is a collection of
various types of embedded devices. Organ-
ization and management of these devices are
the key functions for this pool. This pool is
organized in an open and extensible mechan-
ism. At present, the embedded devices are
connected directly with Collaboration-

Fig. 2. Collaboration-supported hardware organization.

Fig. 3. Power control program. Fig. 4. Power control flow.
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supported hardware via UART. So if Colla-
boration-supported hardware can provide
more connections, this pool can be enlarged.
Meanwhile, embedded devices themselves
usually provide various types of interfaces
and pins, e.g. USB, parallel port, wireless,
and GPIO etc., with which we also can exploit
another way to expand this pool.

Software configuration
1. Moodle is the core part of Software Config-

uration in the remote laboratory. It entirely
covers Remote Lab Portal, and is responsible
for Lab Administration. It is the most funda-
mental component for remote education in the
environment. Users will take their first step
with the mighty functions of Moodle. We
have configured Moodle as the bridge for
users to touch real embedded devices. In such
a remote education environment, different
users play different roles: administrators, tea-
chers, students and developers etc., with differ-
ent authorities. System administration is
achieved via the combination of Moodle
administration and Gentoo Linux system
administration. Moodle user management syn-
chronizes with Gentoo Linux’s, to guarantee
registered users to be permitted to remotely
access necessary resources properly, e.g. USB
port or serial port. This is part of user manage-
ment involving user registration, user authen-
tication and user authorization. The privileged
functions for administrators are responsible for
system configuration and maintenance, includ-
ing device maintenance, user management,
categorizing e-Learning resources and real
hardware, etc. In Moodle, Collaborative Func-
tion Interfaces are respnsible for software inte-
gration and convenient usage of the functions
in Collaborative Function Integration (Fig. 5,
Fig. 6 and Fig. 7). Meanwhile the traditional
stand-alone console prompt is still welcome by
advanced Linux users. Therefore, in the e-
Learning Platform, users can enjoy Linux
features for embedded systems directly.

2. Software parts of Collaborative Center enable
users to access and manipulate embedded
devices in Developing Device Pool. It also
offers privileged authorities for administrators:
(1) A tool for accessing embedded device via

serial port is indispensable. In the remote
laboratory, Gentoo Linux contains mini-
com (Fig. 4), which is widely used to
provide a console for embedded system. It
provides an interactive communication
between the host and target embedded
devices via serial ports, and performs func-
tions such as loading compiled kernel
image, testing file system, configuring
kernel command line for booting, and
accessing the shell (if there is) in the oper-
ating system of embedded devices. Also,
other similar tools compatible with Linux
can be introduced and utilized.

Table 1. USB-to-serial and power switch configuration

Port Status Baud Rate Power Switch Channel

/dev/ttyMXUSB0 Power Control 19200 N/A
/dev/ttyMXUSB1 PowerPC Board #1 115200 1
/dev/ttyMXUSB2 PowerPC Board #2 115200 2
/dev/ttyMXUSB3 PowerPC Board #3 115200 3
/dev/ttyMXUSB4 PowerPC Board #4 115200 4
/dev/ttyMXUSB5 VIA Board #1 115200 5
/dev/ttyMXUSB6 VIA Board #2 115200 6
/dev/ttyMXUSB7 VIA Board #3 115200 7
/dev/ttyMXUSB8 VIA Board #4 115200 8
/dev/ttyMXUSB9 MIPS Board #1 115200 9
/dev/ttyMXUSB10 MIPS Board #2 115200 10
/dev/ttyMXUSB11 MIPS Board #3 115200 11
/dev/ttyMXUSB12 MIPS Board #4 115200 12
/dev/ttyMXUSB13 Not Configured N/A N/A
/dev/ttyMXUSB14 Not Configured N/A N/A
/dev/ttyMXUSB15 Not Configured N/A N/A

Fig. 5. Collaborative Function Integration extended in Moodle
combined with Linux.

Fig. 6. User administration extended in Moodle combined with
Linux.
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(2) Cross-compiling Environment of the
remote laboratory can be built directly
from Gentoo Linux sources, which is one
of the shining features of Gentoo. The non-
x86 architectures (e.g. PowerPC, ARM and
MIPS etc.) are common for embedded
devices, so appropriately built cross-com-
piling environments are indispensable for
compiling matching with these various
architectures. Other open source solutions,
such as ELDK (Embedded Linux Devel-
opment Kit) [54] and crosstool [55] also can
build this environment. Different Cross-

compiling Environments for different
architectures can be utilized by different
users at the same time for compiling differ-
ent objects.

(3) NFS (Network File System) is another
frequently used tool in the learning and
training of embedded systems. It maps
directories of the hosts to the target
embedded devices over networks, espe-
cially for the root file systems. Remote
Lab Portal enables the NFS server to
share directories, at least mapping one
directory containing a basic file system to
per target board as the root file system.
These shared embedded file systems are
originally built from Gentoo Linux sources
according to the targets’ architectures.
These embedded file systems also can be
built in other ways, such as the combina-
tion of busybox [56] and ELDK. The
systems in embedded devices can be
accessed by multi users via Ethernet,
which provides the collaborative environ-
ment for a group to develop one project in
one embedded device.

(4) Telnet/ssh is highly necessary for the
remote laboratory. These tools enable con-
venient ways for human-computer colla-
boration, which means users can access
and manipulate embedded devices conve-
niently via Ethernet.

(5) Software for advanced development/
research, e.g. EMC for CNC machine
tool control, can be added into Collabora-
tive Center.

4. LEARNING AND TEACHING
IMPACTS

Our institute has been holding embedded
control courses and annual summer practical train-
ing for the undergraduates of our university since
2008. The remote laboratory is being used by
students enrolled in these courses and also some
researchers in our institute (Table 2).
For registered users, they can login via User

Fig. 7. CGI implementation for Collaborative Function Inte-
gration and user administration.

Table 2. Service condition of remote laboratory

User Type Number of Users Groups Device Collections Working Time

Students in 2008 summer
practical training

18 6 4 PowerPC Boards
4 VIA Boards
4 MIPS Boards
1 USB-to-Serial Switch
1 Power Switch
1 BDI2000 Debugger
1 CNC Machine Tool
4 Stepper Motors
1 Oscilloscope
1 Signal Generator
1 Logic Detector

3.3 Hours/Week/Person

Students in 2009 embedded
control courses

28 7 10.5 Hours/Week/Person

Students in 2009 summer
practical training

36 9 8.4 Hours/Week/Person

Teachers 4 N/A 12.5 Hours/Week/Person

Institute researchers 6 N/A 16.8 Hours/Week/Person
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Entrance of Remote Lab Portal. In the remote
laboratory, they can benefit in the embedded
control courses from remote learning and training
in the following ways:

1. For common users:
(1) Online classroom: online learning, video

and audio;
(2) Interactive communication: online chats,

internal mails, offline messages and online
workshops;

(3) Community: group forums (different
groups have different projects to do in
these courses), project wikis (to organize
and manage materials of group projects)
and glossaries;

(4) Resources: course resource (slides, papers
and device manuals); acquisition/exchange/
sharing, and personal learning resource
(self-collecting course related materials)
distribution;

(5) Experiments: remote access (enter the
laboratory remotely), collaboration (colla-
boration among members in one group to
finish group project, collaboration among
different groups for discussion and com-
munication, teachers’ instructions or guid-
ance for students and students’
consultation to teachers) and device shar-
ing (members of one group using the same
device and different groups sharing some
number limited devices or large-scaled
devices);

(6) Individual: personal calendars, personal
plans, evaluation results, online reports
and scheduling for the entire learning pro-
cedure in these courses.

2. Additional for teachers:
Teaching: online/offline assignments, online
quizzes/tests/examinations, surveys, course
resource distribution, student evaluation
and responsibility for the entire teaching
procedure in these courses.

3. Additional for administrators:
Administration: user management, resource
categorizing, device maintenance and
responsibility for the whole environment.

Students involved in embedded control courses
begin the experiments with theoretical knowledge,
which can be achieved in online classroom of e-
Learning Platform. Afterwards, the students are
assigned with experiments in two parts:

1. General experiments: in Developing Device
Pool, there are various devices like embedded
developing boards, stepper motors, driver con-
trol modules and CNC machine tools etc.
During the general experiments, the students
will be taught to get familiar with the hard-
ware, and the related software issue. The con-
tents of the experiments include to build a file
system for a PowerPC board and to compose
EMC programs for the machine tools, etc.

2. Group projects: this part provides comprehen-
sive practice for the students in groups. In the
remote laboratory, embedded developing
boards are linked to driver control modules
via GPIO pins, which connected with stepper
motors or CNC machine tools (Fig. 8). Mean-
while, oscilloscopes and signal generators are
linked with different pins on the boards to
monitor control signals. For debugging,
BDI2000 is connected to boards via JTAG.
The grouped students are required to perform
control actions on the stepper motors or
machine tools with embedded devices. The
students should connect to embedded devices
via serial port by minicom or via network by
telnet/ssh. For stepper motors, they should
program GPIO to send instructions to driver
control modules that will manipulate stepper
motors directly. For machine tools, the case is
more complicated. They should compose codes
in EMC. The EMC program controls the
actions of the machine tool. Once the program
is executed, EMC sends it through network to
the selected embedded devices, which supply
necessary real-time performance and schedul-
ing for the whole control procedure (e.g.
PowerPC440EP Yosemite with Xenomai
RTOS running). Then the embedded board
will activate the driver control module that
generates signals to the machine tool to work
as the EMC program design (Fig. 9). This part
of experiment is based on the general part. It
aims to enable students to solve practical
problems. The main idea is to use embedded
devices to control stepper motors or the
machine tool properly. It requires the com-
bined knowledge of embedded systems,
RTOS and control theory, etc.

After the courses and training, the students have
acquired adequate theoretical knowledge and prac-
tical experience to know the fundamental work for
development with embedded systems. For the
teachers, they are willing to use the new technolo-
gical methods to improve classroom effects. We
have collected user feedback for the remote labora-
tory since 2008 (Figs 10–13). More than 70% of

Fig. 8. Physical devices of remote laboratory.
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users, including students, teachers and researchers,
have rated the environment positively. The disad-
vantages according to the feedback should be
considered to include the possible time lags when
accessing the environment out of the university via
the Internet, the current limited quantity of some
necessary hardware such as the debugger and
machine tool, etc.

5. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper we present our remote laboratory
for engineering education of embedded systems
based on open source solutions and network
technologies. We design the environment origin-
ally for students, teachers and researchers involved
in embedded systems, with better collaboration,
organization and management. After preliminary
implementation and utilization, we have received
satisfactory feedbacks from different users. The
current implementation of the remote laboratory
enables related students, teachers and researchers
to work well together. They can conveniently
arrange their own learning and working progress
in the environment, experiment on their new cre-
ative ideas about embedded systems, interact with
each other for some common goals. Especially, all
of these users are now able to experiment and gain
hands-on experience of embedded devices accord-
ing to their own schedule and progress on an
individual basis with minimum device occupation
conflicts. And experiments can be done via the
Internet connection even when they are out of the
physical laboratory.
Meanwhile, future work is necessary to improve

the remote laboratory as far as it goes. Updating
functions of Collaborative Function Integration in
Moodle based on newly issued requirements needs
to continue. In case of enlargement of the environ-
ment, it is necessary to dispatch functions and
services of the Remote Lab Portal and Collabora-
tive Center, e.g. Cross-compiling Environment,
NFS server, etc., to different servers for more
stability. Also Moodle Network is a new feature
added in the latest release of Moodle [50]. The
network feature allows a Moodle administrator to
establish a link with another Moodle node and to
share resources with users of both Moodle nodes.
This is helpful to enhance content and knowledge

Fig. 9. Group experiments.

Fig. 10. User rating of students in 2008 summer practical
training.

Fig. 11. User rating of students in 2009 embedded control
courses.

Fig. 12. User rating of students in 2009 summer practical
training.

Fig. 13. User rating of teachers and institute researchers.
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sharing, and enable the remote laboratory to
extend into a large scale distributed collaborative
education environment. Also, it is better to
increase the number of devices such as the hard-
ware debugger and machine tool.
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